Dear Sasnova-Team,

On Monday, my Erasmus-term at FCT finished and I am now back at home in Berlin. But after five months living in Frausto da Silva Residence, I really want to write a short recommendation for this accommodation - especially to inform upcoming foreign students about this great opportunity to make their stay even more pleasant:

From the check-in in September to the check-out in February, I felt comfortable in the residence in Caparica. The staff at the reception (Thank you very much once more, Linda and Sandra!) as well as the members of the security service were friendly, communicative and helpful in cases of doubts or questions. The rooms, the bathrooms and the kitchens are in quite good conditions - it is easy to accept these areas as new, temporary home. The offered studyrooms in the residence are a great opportunity to meet other students, to work together and to have a social life - especially to compensate the weakness, that the residence is about 45 minutes away from Lisbon (measured by public traffic). Another important aspect is, that the residence cares about the functionality of rooms and equipment. In general, they are very fast in fixing problems - just once W-Lan did not work in one wing of the building and it took two weeks to repair it.

The student life during the week is very enjoyable since the residence is just 200 meters away from the campus, which leads to very short ways there and back. Since the reception is always occupied, you can leave and enter the residence to all times without complications. And on the weekend, you can always leave to the beach, which is easy to reach by bus, taxi or bicycle. Since the weather is in general marvellous, you should take this chance as often as possible!

So once more "Muito obrigado!" for the chance to stay in the residence in Caparica, good luck for the future of FCT and Sasnova and best wishes from Berlin.

Jonas Röhm
Residência Fraústo da Silva
Exmos(as) Senhores(as)
Venho por este meio, agradecer a minha estadia na vossa residência e louvar a forma como fui recebida. É também de louvar as vossas excelentes condições de alojamento as quais infelizmente desconhecia.
Com os melhores cumprimentos,

Marina Mateus
Residência Fraústo da Silva